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More and more companies are joining social
media. Why?  Because social media is where
consumers are spending increasing amounts of
time. Knowing how and where to approach these
consumers will help guide your marketing
strategy towards success.

People use a variety of social media platforms for a variety of
different purposes. Whether that may be for product discovery,
company research, entertainment, and more your consumers
are on social media, and you should be too.

To create a successful social media marketing plan you need
to strategize how and where you are going to market. To help
you with your plan's creation process, we have compiled our
research on the ins and outs of today's top social media
attributes you need to know.

We hope you find this information helpful. If you have any
questions, feel free to reach me at 800-834-4910 or at
inbound281.com.
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Marketing is all about meeting people where they are —
and more often than not, they're on social media. For this
reason, it's the perfect vehicle for product discovery.

Of course, not all social media platforms are created equal, especially
when it comes to product discovery. So, if you're looking to pinpoint the
platforms consumers use the most for product research, you've come to
the right place.

Here, we'll dive into:

The top social media channels consumers use for product discovery
What types of content consumers watch and engage with
Social media research habits
Which platforms you should market your products on

Let's dive in.



Identifying the Right Platforms for
Product Marketing
 While running ads and product promotions on any social
platform can help drive conversion, it’s a good idea to focus on
platforms with audiences that already align well with your brand. 

For example, broader audiences are actively looking for products or
researching brands on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Pinterest
while Reddit and Twitter users tend to be more trend-focused. Similarly,
if you're marketing a B2B company, you might see a better ROI from ads
on a professional network—like LinkedIn—than ads on a more consumer-
friendly platform like Instagram.

Use the information provided above, and start leveraging social media
for lead conversion and product marketing.



What Is Shopper Research?
Shopper research examines how, when, and where customers
interact with brands to give companies a better understanding
of the consumer journey from discovery to conversion.

Shopper research is critical for a better understanding of the customer
journey from initial searches to website visits and eventual purchases.
Plus, the advent of digital- and mobile-first interactions has made this
research even more important as the customer journey now includes
multiple paths and touchpoints from start to finish.

For example, prospective buyers might hear about your brand from a
friend, do their research on social media, and then interact with your
ecommerce store through their mobile device.

Understanding all touchpoints along this journey can help companies
create more seamless and streamlined experiences for consumers and
increase overall ROI.
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The Top Social Media Channels
Consumers Use For Product
Discovery

Gen Z

22% of consumers prefer to discover new products via social
media, according to the 2022 State of Consumer Trends Report.
Let's take a closer look at the channels they leverage for product
discovery:

Almost half (49%) of Gen Z consumers prefer to discover new products
via Instagram Stories. This isn't too surprising when you consider 90% of
people follow a business on Instagram. On top of that, Gen Z ranks
Instagram as their favorite social media app.

In second place, 41% want to discover new products through a short-
form video — such as a TikTok or Instagram Reel. Since these platforms
pull a younger audience, this adds up.
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41% of Gen Z consumers want to discover new products through
a short-form video

HubSpot Blog Data, 2022

Millenials

Gen X

Baby Boomers

Millennials prefer to discover new products via feed or story posts. This
could be anything from an Instagram Story to a Facebook post.
Facebook, in particular, is the social app Millennials visit the most,
followed closely by YouTube.

On top of that, Millennials also like to discover new products through
short-form videos (36%).

Gen X discovers new products on social media more frequently than any
other channel, even though it isn’t preferred. Like Millennials, they're
most likely to find new products via feed or story posts.

Interestingly, this age group likes to discover new products through
short-form videos (41%) in equal measure to Gen Z. It's clear that short,
snackable content is appealing to this demographic. In fact, 36% of
TikTok users in 2021 were between 35 and 54 years old, a 10% increase
from the year before.

Social media falls flat for boomers — a slim 17% have discovered a
product on social media in the past three months, and only 4% have
purchased a product on a social app in that time.

That said, of those who use social media, 42% prefer to discover new
products via feed posts. The platforms they visit the most are Facebook,
YouTube, Instagram, and Pinterest.
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What Types of Product Content Do
Consumers Watch or Engage With?
If you're looking to leverage social media, it's a good idea to
know what types of branded content consumers enjoy.

Nearly half of consumers (48%) find funny content the most memorable,
followed by relatable content. Additionally, making content that
showcases your product or service — such as a demo, review, or tutorial
— is also highly memorable to 36% of consumers.
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Social Media Research Habits
To learn more about the social networks people prefer to surf for
product research, a poll of 304 people was conducted using
Lucid Software.

Source: Lucid Software

At first glance, the survey data seems simple: Facebook is far and away
the market leader when it comes to product research and eventual
purchasing, followed by YouTube.
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But that’s not the whole story. Part of the reason Facebook and YouTube
rank so highly is because of their massive user base — for example,
Facebook has three times the user base of Instagram, despite being
owned by the same company. 

It’s also worth noting that while Facebook marketing appeals to a
broader audience, volume alone doesn’t guarantee conversion. Users on
Pinterest, TikTok, and Reddit tend to be much more engaged with their
social community — meaning that if your brand can capture their
attention you can create substantive consumer loyalty.

LinkedIn, meanwhile, relies on authenticity and authority to inspire
confidence, while Twitter is all about what’s trending right now.
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Which Social
Media Platform
Should You Market
Products On?



1. Facebook

Free Promotion

 Facebook has a whopping 2.7 billion active daily users and has
been around since the early 2000s. Its audience includes
multiple age groups and spans the globe, making it a solid place
for most brands to market themselves. 

Most importantly, 78% of US consumers discover new products on
Facebook, more than any than other platform.

When it comes to marketing your product, you have many free and paid
options on Facebook. Here are a few examples of each.

By now, you probably know that any company can create a Facebook
Business Page. Once you create a business page, you can share posts
about your products and offerings. If you have happy customers, you can
even ask them to review your business on Facebook so prospects
researching you can see how you've pleased your customers in the past.

Aside from creating a page to highlight your brand, you can also post
your products in Facebook's Marketplace. Marketplace listings can
include product shots, pricing, product specifications, and purchasing
information.
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Paid Promotion

Although individual users often use the Marketplace to sell items they no
longer want to other people, Facebook Business pages are also eligible
to use this feature. 

You should also consider talking about your products or offerings on
Facebook Stories. This might take a little extra effort because it will
require you to film or create content in the Story format, but it can help
you better connect with prospective buyers who want a better sense of
what your brand is about.

Because Facebook's feed algorithmically favors posts from individual
accounts over businesses, you might decide that you want to put money
into Facebook Ads.

Facebook Ads has a solid track record. It's estimated that 10 million
businesses were advertising on the platform in 2021.

With Facebook Ads, you can create advertisements with a certain goal in
mind, such as conversions or in-store foot traffic. The detailed ads
software also allows you to target specific audience demographics.

As a Facebook advertiser, you can either promote a post you've already
created to ensure that it shows up on feeds of users in your
demographic, or you can create native ads that might show up in feeds
or on Facebook's sidebars. While promoted posts look like an average
post with a simple tag stating they're promoted, the native ads look more
like traditional ads to make it clear to users that the content they're
seeing is paid for.

If you want to launch video-based ads, Facebook also allows you to
promote video content or buy in-stream ad placements that appear in
Facebook Live videos or longer videos that other users have uploaded.
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2. YouTube
If how-tos or video tutorials are part of your content marketing
strategy. YouTube will be a natural fit for your brand. This is
because YouTube users are three times more likely to prefer
watching a YouTube tutorial video compared to reading the
product’s instructions.

YouTube is also popular across multiple age groups. In the last three
months, 83% of Millennials  have visited YouTube, followed by 81% of Gen
Z , and 79% of Gen X . For Baby Boomers, YouTube is their second favorite
social media app, just behind Facebook.

With a branded YouTube channel, you can publish video content such as
demos, tutorials, or customer testimonial videos that give insightful
details about why your product is valuable. By filming your own videos,
you can insure that you're highlighting all the great aspects of your
product that make it stand out from its competitors.

Alternatively, if you don't have time to create your own videos,
sponsoring an influencer's content, tutorial, or review related to your
product allows you to tap into that content creator's audience as they tell
their followers more about your offerings.

Aside from creating your own account or hiring an influencer to give a
review or tutorial, you could also consider paid advertisements. YouTube
offers a few ad styles including TrueView, Preroll, and Bumpers.
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These ads allow you to submit a short video ad to YouTube which is then
placed at the beginning or in the middle of videos with metrics and
demographics that match your brand's target. To learn the ins and outs
of setting up an ad and determining which style is right for you, check out
this guide.
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3. Instagram
 Although Instagram ranked in third place in the poll above, you
shouldn't disregard it—especially if you're targeting Gen-Z or
Millennials who make up the platform's primary audience. 

For years, Instagram's visual layout has made it a hot spot for influencer
marketing. Influencers regularly post sponsored photos and videos
about their experiences with products. Like YouTube, these influencers
also regularly publish video posts or Stories that present tutorials,
reviews, and unboxings related to a product.

Aside from influencer marketing, many brands also promote their
products on Instagram Stories, Instagram Live, and through standard
video or photo posts on Instagram Feed.
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To be eligible for Shoppable posts, you must have an Instagram
Business page that's linked to a Facebook Catalog. This feature is also
only for businesses selling physical goods.

Here's a blog post that goes into detail about how to use and optimize
Shoppable posts.

Here's an example  where Kylie
Jenner, the CEO and Founder of
Kylie Cosmetics, films a Story-
based product tutorial for her
company's Instagram account

Along with free strategies,
Instagram now offers Shoppable
posts. With Shoppable posts, you
can promote a product in an
Instagram post that links to your
Facebook Catalog. Here's an
example of what a Shoppable
Post looks like: 
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4. Pinterest
 Pinterest encourages people to pin image-based posts that
inspire them to digital boards, mimicking the process of creating
a physical inspiration board. 

Because people come to this platform to be inspired to do something,
such as travel or home decorating, they might find themselves pinning
all sorts of product-oriented images to a themed board. For example,
someone who wants to redecorate their office might create an "Office
Inspiration" board and pin photos of furniture or decorative items that
they'd like to buy.

Here's an example of what these boards look like:
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To make it easier for people to find your products, you could consider
starting a Pinterest account and making a few boards to highlight your
products. For example, if you're marketing a travel company, you could
make a board for each country that you offer packages to. On each
board, you could place images of trip activities that link to your website.  

Then, if someone is trying to plan a trip to a country you sell a package
for, they might come across one of your posts and pin it to their own
"Travel Inspiration" board.

To give you a real-world example of how brands use Pinterest, below is a
Wedding Registry board created by Target which features images of
products that a bride and groom might want to add to their gift registry.

Each of Target's pinned images links to the company website so users
can share the pin on their own Pinterest board, or click straight through
the post to buy or register the product.

If you have an advertising budget, you can also consider launching pay-
per-click ads on Pinterest. Pinterest Ads enables your posts to be seen
by people in a specific demographic that matches your own. The
platform also allows you to A/B test photos and target ads to Pinterest
users on your contact lists.

Want to learn more about Pinterest Ads and effective experiments to
run? Check out this blog post from a PPC and Pinterest expert.
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5. Reddit
Reddit encourages users to create discussion threads in themed
online communities, called subreddits. As the platform has
evolved, many users have created both threads and subreddits
devoted to talking about products, like fast-food restaurants or
video games.

Below is an example of a subreddit, or online community, that Reddit
users created to talk about all things related to Xbox One.
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However, because comments with promotional language in them often
get downvoted or buried in feeds by more engaging Reddit threads, you'll
need to be creative if you want to engage with audiences on this
platform.

While you might want to keep an eye on Reddit or experiment with it,
don't put all of your time and resources into it—at least right now. As it
evolves, the platform may become an easier platform to market your
brand on, but at the moment, Reddit marketing strategies still require
more brainstorming and time than tactics on other social platforms.

Although this platform has been called one of the "trickiest" for
marketers to crack, some bigger brands have figured out how to reach
the platform's discussion-oriented users.

For example, some brands will create subreddits related to their product,
while others will interact by commenting on threads related to their
industry.

Aside from creating content for free on Reddit, you can alternatively pay
into sponsored posts or ads, similarly to Facebook or Twitter. These ads
will appear in a user's feed or as a promoted comment in a thread or
subreddit.

To learn more about the ins and outs of Reddit marketing, click here for
tips and examples of how other brands have cultivated the platform.
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6. LinkedIn
LinkedIn's platform, which emphasizes networking and career-
related chatter, might be well-suited for product marketing in
B2B, academic, or professional industries. People who do
product research on this platform might be looking for a service,
tool, or software that can either escalate their careers or make
their workdays easier.

If you're marketing products like software, online courses, business-
related publications, or anything that can help a professional or student
do their job better, LinkedIn will be a great fit for you. However, if you sell
more general, consumer-facing products like makeup or home
decorations, you might want to put more marketing effort into other
platforms on this list—like Facebook or Instagram.

While the professional nature of LinkedIn and its audience might not be
suited for all brands, the platform still offers a variety of opportunities for
brands to leverage it. For example, research shows that 80% of B2B
leads come straight from LinkedIn.
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LinkedIn is very similar to Facebook in that you can post about your
product or service for free, or purchase ads or post promotion to get
information about your business front and center on feeds. To see a few
great ad examples, check out this post.
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7. Twitter
 Twitter has approximately 200 million daily users from a variety
of backgrounds, geographic locations, and industries. Its broad
demographic might provide solid marketing opportunities to
many different types of businesses. Because of its broad user
base, you might want to create an account on Twitter and post
regularly for brand awareness. 

If you're interested in video marketing, you can also experiment
with Twitter's live video feature and use it to film a tutorial or Q&A related
to your product.

Aside from posting about your product for free, you can also pay into
targeted ads or promoted tweets. Twitter claims that its advertising ROI
is 40% higher than some other social channels.

While the ROI of Twitter advertising and its user base sounds promising,
you might be wondering why it ranked so low on the poll shown above.

Ultimately, what might make Twitter rank last is its trend-oriented
nature. The platform encourages people to connect with each other and
post tweets or comments about current events, trending hashtags, or
their thoughts on other specific topics.
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Brands and product discussion are both prevalent on the platform, but
users might go to Twitter to learn more about what's going on in the
world, rather than new products. When people are asked to pick which
platform they do the most product research on, it's not surprising that
Facebook or YouTube might seem like a more obvious choice than
Twitter. 

While you should be on Twitter due to its sheer user base and advertising
ROI, you'll want to keep its audience's need to stay trendy and informed
in mind as you're creating posts and advertisements for the platform.
This might help you make social content that both engages these
audiences while still weaving in information about how valuable your
product is.
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